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Re-Animating Joseph Beuys’ ‘‘Social
Sculpture’’: Artistic Interventions
and the Occupy Movement1

Erika Biddle

Since making its presence felt in September 2011, the Occupy movement has drawn

upon aesthetic-affective techniques and cooperative structures developed in socially

engaged art practices from the mid-twentieth century onwards*such as Joseph Beuys’

notion of ‘‘social sculpture’’*as resources for producing new social compositions. These

practices extend the concept of art into a social plastic form that reshapes and re-forms

our subjectivities, the way we communicate, our social structures and by extension, the

world we inhabit. At the same time, before the mass evictions of Occupy took place

across North America, the movement placed a heavy emphasis on visibility and space.

Its short-term strategies and successes were largely owed to the seizing of a particularly

opportune moment in a highly visible space that provided a symbolic frame for

‘‘Occupy Wall Street as event.’’ This paper explores the possibility that the eviction

of Occupy from its encampments was not the disaster bemoaned by many of its

participants*or the failure celebrated by its detractors*but a renewed opportunity for

social composition.

Keywords: Occupy Wall Street; Social Sculpture; Joseph Beuys; Social Composition;

Public Pedagogy; Spatial Atavism

If a new technology extends one or more of our senses outside us into the social
world, then new ratios among all of our senses will occur in that particular culture. It
is comparable to what happens when a new note is added to a melody. And when the
sense ratios alter in any culture then what had appeared lucid before may suddenly
become opaque, and what had been vague or opaque will become translucent.2
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German artist Joseph Beuys developed his notion of social sculpture in the 1960s. In

his 1974 text ‘‘I Am Searching for Field Character,’’ he outlines a project generative of

a new aesthetic and social consciousness that expands the field of art to build ‘‘a

social organism as a work of art.’’3 The term social sculpture was coined by Beuys to

describe his expanded conception of art*not only as collapsing the distinction

between art and life but also as a plastic form that enables art to become a creative

means of building conversation, cooperative practices and organizational structures.

In short, Beuys conceived social sculpture to ‘‘mould and shape the world in which

we live.’’4 Art becomes techne for realizing democracy.

Since making its presence felt in September 2011, Occupy Wall Street (OWS) has

been framed as an event productive of new social compositions.5 Frequently cited

antecedents and influences include more than a century of radical movements, from

the labor struggles of the late nineteenth century and populist movements of the mid-

and late-twentieth century to the more decentralized, anti-authoritarian movements

characterized by the New Left of the 1960s and May ’68 events in Paris. Occupy’s

other noted influences include more recent insurgent movements such as the

Zapatistas and autonomous struggles in Argentina and contemporaneous struggles

emerging from the global economic crisis, including Spain and Greece, as well as the

Arab Spring.

Yet, it is under-acknowledged that the movement also draws upon and has

affinities with affective techniques and structures developed in mid-twentieth-

century avant-garde art interventions6*especially Joseph Beuys’ notions of ‘‘social

sculpture’’ and the ‘‘living archive.’’ While the idea of an art made from people

participating in social interactions can be traced to the Dadaists and on through

art movements in the early-to-mid twentieth century*including John Cage’s

Black Mountain events, Allan Kaprow’s happenings, CoBrA, Fluxus, Gutai, the

Situationists, and more broadly with conceptual and performance art7*Beuys’

overarching project with social sculpture was that society as a whole becomes a work

of art that also serves as a participatory public platform with the potential to reshape

society. Most importantly, for Beuys, social sculpture is immanently political.8

While Occupy built on techniques developed by radical art for producing new

social dynamics and compositions, at the same time*in its fall 2011 incarnation*it

placed an emphasis on visibility and physical presence that worked at odds with

its political-aesthetic antecedents, which rejected the physical art object for multi-

tudinal possibilities of compositional events and experiences. Occupy, considered

as a spatial praxis during its short tenure at Zuccotti Park, is a very traditional

understanding of social and political change. The name invokes a seizure of a place, a

temporariness and ultimately displacement. In its short-term strategies and successes,

which were largely owed to the seizing and holding of a highly visible space that

provided a symbolic frame for ‘‘Occupy as event,’’ OWS harkened back to a time

when spatial politics made sense. This paper explores the possibility that the eviction

of Occupy from its encampments was not the disaster bemoaned by many of its

participants*or the failure celebrated by its detractors*but a renewed opportunity

for social composition.
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Art as Critical Public Pedagogy

Two groups are often credited with sparking OWS and its related movements nearly

two years ago (in mid-July 2011), largely via the proliferation of its slogans and

memes. Adbusters (a Canadian anti-capitalist magazine) and the networked collective

Anonymous announced the movement, circulated the #OccupyWallStreet hashtag

and issued a call to flood the Wall Street area of lower Manhattan with protesters*
and their tents*as of 17 September 2011.9 Anonymous virally spread this message by

any digital media possible. Their overt role as propagandists and catalyzing agents for

OWS garnered a lot of media attention. The proliferate use of Guy Fawkes masks

added to the hyped visibility of Anonymous as meme for the nascent movement in

the dark, oppressive atmosphere of the economic crisis. Anonymous*a loose

collaboration of movements on the ground and networked forms that does most of

its organizing and coordination of actions online*paradoxically served the role of a

classic, modernist agent provocateur: to aid in the circulation of propaganda, to

agitate opinion and mobilize the masses in support of revolutionary action.

More quietly and anonymously, however, a group of local organizers and activists

(several of whom had taken part in the struggles against the ongoing economic crises

in Spain, Greece and London, the anarchist anti-nuclear movement in Japan, in

Cairo’s Tahrir Square and student struggles globally) met at 16 Beaver, an artist-run

space created and maintained in the Wall Street area of lower Manhattan as

‘‘an ongoing platform for the presentation, production, and discussion of a variety

of artistic/cultural/economic/political projects.’’10 It is located steps away from the

iconic bronze bull in Bowling Green Park and a short walk from Zuccotti Park.

During the occupation of Zuccotti Park, 16 Beaver hosted a series of public events

and took part in the creation of the New York City General Assembly (NYCGA). This

group had roots in and affinities with radical art, and in particular, historical public

art interventions that would provide the antecedents for Occupy’s project of

producing new social dynamics and compositions through aesthetic-affective

experiences. On 20 November, two teach-ins were held in conjunction with the

‘‘N17 events’’ [17 November events] or the ‘‘Student Week of Action,’’ a convergence

of students and academic laborers at universities throughout New York City that

occurred following the eviction from Zuccotti Park on 15 November. In the

afternoon, Marxist scholar Paul Mattick11 led a discussion around the composition

of crisis within capitalism*from the market society of the nineteenth to the present.

In the evening, arts writer Gregory Sholette focused on the history of artistic

engagements with the politics of work since the 1960s*the subject of his book Dark

Matter, which was released around the same time OWS hit the ground.12

These gatherings recall the work of Joseph Beuys and other political artists of

the period who laid a lot of the conceptual groundwork for building public

platforms for art as a social plastic form that encourages participation in processes of

collective self-determination and working through shared concepts of communica-

tion. Beuys coined the term ‘‘social sculpture’’ to describe his expanded conception of

Artistic Interventions and the Occupy Movement 3
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art as the extension of perception as a whole, what he described as ‘‘the creation of a

sensual apparatus.’’13

Many of his artworks could be used as potential case studies for social sculpture as

both a social plastic form and learning site.14 One project in particular stands out.

At Documenta 6 in Kassel, 1977 (26 June�2 October)15*for 100 days*Beuys ran

his ‘‘Free International University,’’ an ongoing critical experiment in public

pedagogy, and at the same time ran the installation ‘‘Honey Pump in the Workplace.’’

Installed in the museum’s central staircase, the pump was driven by two strong

motors lubricated by margarine that forced honey over a 17-meter-high pipe into a

distribution network, which traversed the rooms of the Museum Fridericianum,

symbolically seeking to link up spaces and create connectivity. Beuys considered the

honey that flowed through his work a metaphor for the creative energy released by

the social interactions of a participatory society.

In the surroundings of this ‘‘honey pump at its place of work,’’ Beuys demonstrated

his expanded notion of art as a social practice*by holding a repertoire of

talks, speeches, discussions in working groups and citizens’ action committees

from different countries under the auspices of a ‘‘free university.’’ Part exhibition,

part performance art and part public education platform, for 100 days, Beuys

related his ideas about how art and society must of necessity change and what

were some possible ways to bring about this change. The entirety of the project

took on the purpose of developing a social body aroused by the force of art to

participate in changing the current political context for art and life. For Beuys,

the work of ‘‘art in the public domain’’ promulgated by Documenta 6 becomes

the stimulation of the active citizen and the catalyzing of specific processes of

political action.

In 1986, in one of the last lectures that Beuys gave before he died, he spoke about

the need to ‘‘protect the flame’’ that had inspired his expanded conception of art.

This need gave rise to Beuys’ notion of the ‘‘living archive,’’ which aims not to bury

the past in boxes or databases for posterity, but to unearth fresh forms of thinking

from what has gone before. Either in person or increasingly by networked means,

people are encouraged to make their own connections between the ephemera that

remains of the event and to map out their own paths through the archive for others

to follow in their footsteps. Another aim of the living archive is to foster a sense of

community, investigation and adventure as well as creating new ways of looking at

the future by examining the past. Social sculpture involves exploring new values, new

forms of thinking and new ways of being in the world. The living archive is about

bringing these ideas forward; not necessarily just preserving them for posterity, but

preserving their vitality.

Social Composition and Spatial Atavism

‘‘THERE WILL BE,’’ shouts a caller,
‘‘there will be,’’ responds the collective,
‘‘A TEACH-IN,’’ she continues,

4 E. Biddle
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‘‘a teach-in,’’ we respond,
‘‘ON COOPERATIVE ECONOMIES,’’
‘‘on cooperative economies,’’
‘‘UNDER THE RED SCULPTURE,’’
‘‘under the red sculpture,’’
‘‘IN TEN MINUTES!’’
‘‘in ten minutes!’’16

Beuys’ Free International University is a direct precursor to the General Assembly

formed in the early days of Occupy, which in addition to serving as a form of

vocalization and amplification for the movement’s participatory democracy, made

a lasting impact as a learning site. Much like Beuys used his Free University as a

platform for discussions about reshaping the social to make it more inhabitable, the

General Assemblies in Zuccotti were meant to shape how the occupation was run*
from park maintenance and public safety to feeding the occupiers and running a

library. There were also more than 70 working groups devoted to handling media

relations, outreach, direct action and more.

The people’s mic was a tool used to radically restructure the democratic process in

the park, to make both the law banning amplified sound and the social order

emerging from the human microphone process as plastic as possible.17 In addition,

there were numerous teach-ins and educational programs such as OWS’s Summer

Disobedience School, which had a ‘‘Curriculum’’ described as a ‘‘twelve-week training

program that will empower us to map, target, and disrupt sites of capitalist injustice

across the city with a wide range of creative tactics accessible to people with all levels

of experience.’’18

There were also echoes of Beuys’ living archive. Occupy produced an archive

consisting of tweets, texts, videos, field recordings, websites, graphic design, flyers,

signs, pamphlets, newsletters, photos, artworks, software, etc. A collection of these

materials were briefly exhibited as a living archive, open to anyone for participation,

at Eyebeam Art and Technology Center in Chelsea, in collaboration with members of

the OWS Archives. The Occupy archive recalls Deleuze’s query, in his book on

Foucault:

What remains then, except an anonymous life that shows up only when it clashes
with power, exchanges ‘‘brief but strident words,’’ and then fades back into the
night, what Foucault called ‘‘the life of infamous men,’’ who he asked us to admire
by virtue of ‘‘their misfortune, rage or uncertain madness?’’19

However, before the mass evictions that took place across North America, the

Occupy movement placed a heavy emphasis on presence and space that was at odds

with the legacy of radical art. Occupy’s relationship to space and militant presence

recalls both the labor and protest movements of the past from late nineteenth century

factory walkouts to 1960s style sit-ins, but also the capitalist obsession with marking

out boundaries and seizing territory. After its inception in the summer of 2011 with

the occupation not of Wall Street but of the nearby Zuccotti Park, the movement very

quickly shifted focus from fomenting change to maintaining space. The encampment

at Zuccotti Park turned from launch pad to an end in itself, with an increasing focus

Artistic Interventions and the Occupy Movement 5
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on the logistics of biophysical maintenance (tents, food supplies, port-a-potties) and

the prevention of eviction. While these were matters of necessity, engendered by

Occupy’s spatial vision, the focus on maintenance and the anxiety over potential

eviction very quickly came to dominate Occupy’s efforts at social composition.

Occupy’s focus on seizure of space recalls colonization as much as liberation, and

as history has proven, the carving out of an ‘‘autonomous zone’’20 can lead to capture

and recoding as cultural capital. It is precisely for this reason that Beuys and other

artists of the period rejected the capitalist art object and embraced the temporary and

the ephemeral. They at once rejected capitalism’s preferred sites of engagement*
objects and space*and searched for modes of operation that resist and elude

recoding. The Free International University was never supposed to be a permanent

space, and it never was.

Conclusion: Eviction as Opportunity

The tension between presence and absence is what Bertolt Brecht called the ‘‘shadows

of collectivism’’ and riffing on this, what Sholette more recently referred to as the

‘‘dark matter’’ of activist art and the counter-public sphere.21 Sholette’s elision between

himself and Brecht underscores a certain attitude towards collective practice that the

Beuys example doesn’t cover*but does call attention to*collective experience is

invisible, has great mass and has an impact on the world on an everyday basis.

As Sholette argues, it’s difficult to account for collective authorship in art, and even

harder when no objects are produced or where the artistic practice is itself a form of

creative engagement focused on the process of organization. Sholette identifies as

‘‘shadowy practices’’ everything the art world ignores because it cannot be easily

commodified*from the work done by the assistants to art stars to guerilla projects

by tactical media artists. Sholette sees these practices, as well as their modes of

production and distribution, as a ‘‘radical re-zoning of art world real estate.’’22 He

proposes that if we are to avoid

the struggle with representational power being reduced to skirmishes over territory
and fleeting advancements and retreats then . . . [we must turn] away from the
realm of space and visibility towards creative projects focused on organizational
structures, communicative networks and economies of giving and dissemination.23

The works of Beuys touched upon in this essay provide a partial picture of the

radical use of art as a social practice and its immediate creative impact. What is

effective in the long term*with either social sculpture or with strategies of

invisibility*remains untested on the larger scale. What is clear for Occupy*is

that the construction of a counter-public sphere necessitates a move away from the

long-standing preoccupation with representation and towards an articulation of the

invisible. To embody invisibility, not in the spatial sense presented by some theorists,

but to actively take as well as to give away the means of seeing and being seen are the

new terms of the battle.24 The eviction of Occupy from Zuccotti Park and other

similar encampments in cities across North America affords an opportunity to move

away from territorial struggles to new creative projects.

6 E. Biddle
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Notes

[1] This article draws from a paper presented at the 2012 NCA conference in Orlando, FL.

[2] Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962), 41.

[3] Joseph Beuys, ‘‘I Am Searching for Field Character,’’ in Art Into Society, Society Into Art, ed.

and trans. Caroline Tisdall (London: Institute of Contemporary Art, 1974), 48.

[4] Joseph Beuys and ed. Volker Harlan, What is Art?: Conversation with Joseph Beuys (Forest

Row, UK: Clairview Books, Temple Lodge, 2004), 9.

[5] Drawing upon Italian autonomist theory and analyses of the changing conditions of labor

from the 1970s onward*of capital in its cognitive phase*a method called ‘‘composition-

ism’’ was developed to shift analysis from the conditions of labor to the subjectivity of the

worker and furthermore, to understand the composition of the new class of workers

(knowledge, cultural, affectual) and their relationship to the capitalist system. This critically

shifted the focus from forces of domination that enforce and categorize work to forces of

resistance that resist (or refuse) work and categorization. This shift was productive of*gave

agency to*new subjectivities and social forms (via techniques of self-organization, self-

production, self-valorization, etc.). For more on compositional analysis see: Hedi El Kholti,

Sylvère Lotringer and Christian Marazzi, Autonomia: Post-Political Politics (Los Angeles:

Semiotext(e), 2007); Franco Berardi, The Soul at Work: From Alienation to Autonomy, trans.

Francesca Cadel and Giuseppina Mecchia (New York: Semiotext(e), 2009); Paolo Virno,

A Grammar of the Multitude: For an Analysis of Contemporary Forms of Life, trans.

I. Bertoletti, J. Cascaito and Andrea Casson (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2004).

[6] For the most part, outside the discursive fields of art, politics and aesthetics*and the

academic disciplines that explore the intersections of these fields*discussions of Occupy

tend to focus more on the movement’s absence of a clear narrative (vis-à-vis its lack of

demands) and its loose multiplicity as on the one hand, crypto-anarchist grandstanding, and

on the other as a potent new model of protest. Analyses of Occupy also tend to focus on the

movement contextually, as criticism of Wall Street as a representational entity or as critical

reaction to the economic crisis.

[7] See Alan W. Moore, ‘‘A Brief Genealogy of Social Sculpture,’’ The Journal of Aesthetics and

Protest, http://www.joaap.org/webonly/moore.htm.

[8] Social sculpture is a theory, method and energetic form conceived by Beuys to describe a

body of work that includes such pieces as his ‘‘Organization for Direct Democracy by

Referendum,’’ ‘‘7000 Oaks,’’ ‘‘Honey Pump in the Workplace’’ and ‘‘Free International

University’’ as well his ideas about the social processes underlying them. His aim was to

extend the concept of art into a social plastic form that reshapes and re-forms our thoughts,

the way we communicate, our legal and economic issues and the world we inhabit. Beuys

maintained the idea that art is the starting point from which all work*on society as well

as on ourselves*ensues. In a speech delivered in 1985, one year before his death, Beuys

said: ‘‘Together we will develop the social concept of art as a newborn child of the old

disciplines. . . . Social art, social sculpture, which sets itself the task of apprehending more

than just physical material. The slogan ‘everyone is an artist’. . . refers to re-shaping of the

social body in which every single person both can and must participate so that we can bring

about that transformation as quickly as possible.’’ [From ‘‘Talking about One’s Own

Country: Germany’’ (1985 speech at München Kammerspiele), in In Memoriam Joseph

Beuys: Obituaries, Essays, Speeches, trans. Timothy Nevill (Bonn: Inter NationesBonn, 1986),

38�39.]

[9] A striking black-and-white Adbusters poster advertising the original protest features a female

dancer in attitude derrière atop the Wall Street bull sculpture (aka Arturo Di Modica’s

Charging Bull, 1989) in the foreground, with a thick cloud of tear gas obscuring the bloc of

rioters*and riot cops in pursuit?*emerging from the background. The text on the poster is

minimal: in red all-capital letters in the top center of the poster are the words ‘‘What is our

Artistic Interventions and the Occupy Movement 7
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demand?’’ (with no answer provided); stacked in the bottom center in white all-capital letters

are simply the hashtag, the date and directions to ‘‘bring tent.’’

[10] See http://16beavergroup.org/about/.

[11] At the time of the teach-in at 16 Beaver, Mattick had recently published Business as Usual:

The Economic Crisis and the Failure of Capitalism (Reaktion Books, 2011).

[12] There were in fact numerous art projects involved with*or ‘‘aesthetic dimensions to’’*
OWS during fall 2011. There is rarely the strict division of art and activism that some critics

seem to insist upon, thereby delimiting possibilities for both art and politics. For example,

there were several projects integral to the structure of OWS (e.g., working groups devoted

to organizing artistic/aesthetic projects and events, such as the OWS Arts and Culture

Committee and the Arts and Labor subcommittee); autonomous interventionists (e.g., Not

An Alternative, the Rude Mechanical Orchestra); insurrectionary factions (e.g., Take Artists

Space). Discussing the various tactics used and the groups’ cohesions and clashes is beyond

the scope of this paper. For more on the aesthetic dimensions of OWS, see Yates McKee, ‘‘The

Arts of Occupation,’’ The Nation, http://www.thenation.com/article/165094/arts-occupation#

axzz2Zmk3jK3r.

[13] Joseph Beuys quoted in Norman Rosenthal, ‘‘The Colloquium in Berlin April 26�27, 1974,’’

in Art Into Society, Society Into Art, 6.

[14] To this end, Beuys drew heavily from the philosophy and praxis of Austrian philosopher and

educator Rudolf Steiner, in particular his ideas around the Anthroposophical Society. Beuys’

theory of social sculpture reflects the influence of Steiner in his insistence that creativity

should be applied to all aspects of living. Building upon Steiner’s concept of denkbilder

[thought drawings], Beuys used chalkboards in makeshift learning sites to communicate to

his audience the basic principles of social sculpture*freedom, direct democracy and

sustainable economic forms.

[15] Documenta is an international exhibition of contemporary art held every five years in Kassel,

Germany. For more information on Documenta 6, see http://artnews.org/documenta/?exi�
18077&Documenta&Documenta_6.

[16] See Hannah Chadeayne Appel, ‘‘Dispatches from an Occupation: The People’s Microphone,’’

Social Text, http://www.socialtextjournal.org/blog/2011/10/dispatches-from-an-occupation-

the-peoples-microphone.php.

[17] For more on the people’s mic and history of urban control through noise regulation, see

Deseriis’ and Radovac’s contributions to this issue.

[18] See Yates McKee, ‘‘Black Monday,’’ wagingonviolence.org/feature/ows-summer-disobedience-

school-prepares-for-black-monday/.

[19] Gilles Deleuze, Foucault, trans. Seán Hand (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,

2009), 95.

[20] See Hakim Bey, T.A.Z.: The Temporary Autonomous Zone, Ontological Anarchy, Poetic

Terrorism (New York: Autonomedia, 1985).

[21] See Gregory Sholette, Dark Matter: Art and Politics in an Age of Enterprise Culture (London:

Pluto Press, 2011).

[22] Ibid., 4.

[23] Sholette, ‘‘Dark Matter, Activist Art and the Counter-Public Sphere: MAVN Conference, and

the Battles Lost’’ (paper presented at Marxism and Visual Art Now Conference, University

College London, 8�10 April 2002), http://interactivist.autonomedia.org/node/1946. More

than ten years after this talk at MAVN, Sholette discusses Occupy’s shadowy practices in an

article about the cannibalizing of social practice art by the university, or the ‘‘pedagogical

shift’’ that has occurred in art schools whereby increasingly, social practice art programs and

specialists are springing up. Sholette largely valorizes Occupy for having, in his view,

rendered the invisible visible ‘‘like a surge of long-silent dark matter spilling irrepressibly into

the light.’’ However, his critique of the struggle with representational power as being overly

fixated on space and visibility can equally be directed at OWS. [Sholette, ‘‘After OWS: Social

8 E. Biddle
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http://artnews.org/documenta/?exi=18077&Documenta&Documenta_6
http://artnews.org/documenta/?exi=18077&Documenta&Documenta_6
http://artnews.org/documenta/?exi=18077&Documenta&Documenta_6
http://artnews.org/documenta/?exi=18077&Documenta&Documenta_6
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http://www.socialtextjournal.org/blog/2011/10/dispatches-from-an-occupation-the-peoples-microphone.php
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Practice Art, Abstraction, and the Limits of the Social,’’ e-flux, http://www.e-flux.com/

journal/after-ows-social-practice-art-abstraction-and-the-limits-of-the-social/.]

[24] For more analyses on these new terms, see John Cunningham, ‘‘Clandestinity and

Appearance,’’ in Mute Magazine 2.16 (2010): 74�87; Alexander R. Galloway, ‘‘Black Box,

Black Bloc,’’ in Benjamin Noys, ed., Communization and its Discontents: Contestation,

Critique and Contemporary Struggles (Wivenhoe, UK: Minor Compositions, 2011), 237�49;

Tiqqun, ‘‘Theses on the Imaginary Party, ’’ http://bloom0101.org/ and ‘‘The Cybernetic

Hypothesis,’’ http://cybernet.jottit.com/; Invisible Committee, The Coming Insurrection

(New York: Semiotext(e), 2009). Tiqqun, for example, looks at practices of ‘‘becoming

invisible’’ and disappearance in several of their texts. As they discuss in ‘‘Theses on the

Imaginary Party,’’ within contemporary capitalism we are encouraged to use any means

necessary to affirm subjectivization as a productive form. Becoming unlocatable by processes

of disappearance, or refusing identity, are counter-strategies to such processes of sub-

jectivization (the valorization of appearances). The goal of the Imaginary Party is not to take

power but ‘‘of making domination fail everywhere, by durably making it impossible for its

apparatuses to function’’ [Thesis 27].
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